
A people's future of the United
States
edited by Victor LaValle and John Joseph Adams.

A glittering landscape of twenty-five
speculative stories that challenge oppression
and envision new futures for America—from N.
K. Jemisin, Charles Yu, Jamie Ford, G. Willow
Wilson, Charlie Jane Anders, Hugh Howey,
and more.
F LaV

Sea change
Nancy Kress.

A riveting climate-change technothriller
of espionage, conspiracy, and stakes
so high they could lead to the
destruction of humanity itself.
F KRE

The city we became
N.K. Jemisin.

Every great city has a soul. Some are ancient
as myths, and others are as new and
destructive as children. New York? She's got
six.
F JEM

The perishing
Natashia Deaon.

A Black immortal in 1930's Los
Angeles must recover the memory of
her past in order to discover who she
truly is in this extraordinarily affecting
novel for readers of N. K. Jemisin and
Octavia E. Butler.
F DEO

Early riser
Jasper Fforde.

Every Winter, the human population
hibernates. During those bitterly cold four
months, the nation is a snow-draped
landscape of desolate loneliness, devoid of
human activity. Well, not quite.
F FFO

Appleseed
Matt Bell.

A breakout book that explores climate
change, manifest destiny, humanity’s
unchecked exploitation of natural
resources, and the small but powerful
magic contained within every single
apple.
F BEL

Fahrenheit 451
Ray Bradbury ; introduction by Neil Gaiman.

Ray Bradbury’s internationally acclaimed novel
Fahrenheit 451 stands as a classic of world
literature set in a bleak, dystopian future.
Today its message has grown more relevant
than ever before.
F BRA

Upright women wanted
Sarah Gailey.

Award-winning author Sarah Gailey
reinvents the pulp Western with an
explicitly antifascist, near-future story
of queer identity.
F GAI

Parable of the sower
Octavia E. Butler.

When global climate change and economic
crises lead to social chaos in the early 2020s,
California becomes full of dangers, from
pervasive water shortage to masses of
vagabonds who will do anything to live to see
another day.
F BUT

Firebreak
Nicole Kornher-Stace.

One young woman faces down an all-
powerful corporation in this all-too-near
future science fiction debut that reads
like a refreshing take on Ready Player
One, with a heavy dose of Black
Mirror.
F KOR
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